
Speaking Skills Workshop #1 
As we celebrated last week, everyone survived their first 
round of book talks! Hooray! But that means our work has 
only just begun. Your first book talk provided a great 
baseline for where your speaking skills are right now, and 
every single person in this room has a different 
combination of areas they need to be working on. Look 
at what I’ve filled out for your below. You will see that I 
have marked areas where you demonstrated proficiency 
during your book talk. Those areas are checked off. The 
highlighted areas are the ones I’d like you to focus on 
improving during your next speaking assignment. 

Student Name: _________________________________________  

Eye Contact - looking at your whole audience throughout the speech 

Energy - sounding interested in your topic and interesting to your audience 

Volume - speaking loudly enough, so your audience can easily hear you 

Pace - speaking at a pace that is not too fast but also moves along smoothly 

Fillers - avoiding things like um, ah, like, etc. 

Posture - standing up straight, facing forward, not sitting on table 

Fidgeting - not kicking feet, shifting weight too often, playing with card/hair/book/etc. 

Challenge 1: Incorporating gestures 

Challenge 2: Incorporating smooth movement to signal transitions 

While practicing both by yourself and with a partner/group, your goal is to work on these 
things specifically in order to improve your speaking skills and confidence. You can do it! 

Other general advice to ensure a standout performance: 

1. Choose your passage carefully. You want to keep your audience’s interest, and a long passage 
or a passage that isn’t read in an interesting way makes your audience tune out. Keep it no more 
than a paragraph or two and pick something that is high-interest (a cliff hanger, an action 
sequence, a suspenseful/shocking scene, something funny, etc.) and read it in an interesting way. 

2. Don’t forget to introduce your passage. Don’t plop us down blindly in the middle of your book. 
Briefly tell us what is happening at that point, so we have an idea of what is going on. 

3. Your reflection shouldn’t be a repetition of your reflection. You should remind your audience of the 
most important points (title, author, conflict?) and perhaps include a recommendation (“If you 
liked the Hunger Games, you should definitely read this book.”)


